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. An Interactive Framework for Data Transformation and Cleaning

Abstract

Cleaning organizational data of discrepancies in structure and content is important for data warehousing and En-

terprise Data Integration. Current commercial solutions for data cleaning involve many iterations of time-consuming

“auditing” to find errors, and long-running transformations to fix them. Users need to endure long waits and often

write complex transformation programs. We present an interactive framework for data cleaning that tightly integrates

transformation and discrepancy detection. Users gradually build transformations by adding or undoing transforms, in

a intuitive, graphical manner through a spreadsheet-like interface; the effect of a transform is shown at once on records

visible on screen. In the background, the system automatically infers the structure of the data in terms of user-defined

domains and applies suitable algorithms to check it for discrepancies, flagging them as they are found. This allows

users to gradually construct a transformation as discrepancies are found, and clean the data without writing complex

programs or enduring long delays.

We choose and adapt a small set of transforms from existing literature and describe methods for their graphical

specification and interactive application. We apply the Minimum Description Length principle to automatically ex-

tract the structure of data values in terms of user-defined domains. Such structure extraction is also applied in the

graphical specification of transforms, to infer transforms from examples. We also describe methods for optimizing

the final sequence of transforms for memory allocations and copies. This transformation facility is integrated into a

spreadsheet-based data analysis package, allowing flexible analysis of arbitrarily transformed versions of the data.

1 Introduction

Organizations accumulate much data from their businesses that they want to access and analyze a consolidated whole.

However the data often has inconsistencies in schema, formats, and adherence to constraints, due to many factors

like merging from multiple sources and entry errors [7, 28, 19]. The data must be purged of such discrepancies

and transformed into a uniform format before it can be used. Suchdata cleaningis one of the key challenges in

data warehousing [7, 19]. Data transformation is also needed for extracting data from legacy data formats, and for

Business-to-Business Enterprise Data Integration where two different organizations want to access each other’s data

and need it to be in a common format [16]. In this paper, we present Potter’s Wheel1, an interactive framework for

data cleaning and transformation. Before that we briefly discuss current data cleaning technology to provide context.

1.1 Current Approaches to Data Cleaning

Data cleaning has 3 components: auditing data to find discrepancies, choosing transformations to fix these, and

applying them on the data set. There are currently many commercial solutions for data cleaning (e.g.see [17]). They

come in two forms: auditing tools and transformation tools. The user first audits the data to detect discrepancies in

it using an auditing tool likeACR/Data or Migration Architect [2, 18]. Then she either writes a custom script or uses

an “ETL” (Extraction/Transformation/Loading) tool likeData Stage or CoSort [15, 11] to transform the data, fixing

errors and converting it to the format needed for analysis.

The data often has many hard-to-find special cases, so this process must be repeated until the “data quality”

is good enough. As we see later, the data often hasnested discrepanciesthat can be found only after others have

been resolved – again necessitating more iterations. The individual iterations of this process involve running outlier

detection algorithms or transformation algorithms that are typically linear or even super-linear in the data sizes (e.g.

[33, 28, 5, 35]), and so are frustratingly slow on large datasets.
1Our technique for cleaning data resembles that of a potter molding clay on a wheel. The potter incrementally shapes clay by applying pressure

at a point, just as the user incrementally constructs transformations by applying transforms on example rows.
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1.2 Potter’s Wheel Approach

There is no single magic program to automate data cleaning. A variety of techniques for transformation or discrepancy

detection may be applicable in different circumstances, and the system should support them flexibly. The system

architecture must also be carefully designed with the human-computer interaction in mind; human input is essential in

the audit/transform loop, to act on discrepancies and select transformations.

In this paper, we presentPotter’s Wheel, an interactive framework for data cleaning that integrates transformation

and discrepancy detection in a tight, closed loop. Users gradually build transformations by composing and debugging

transforms2, one step at a time, on a spreadsheet-like interface (see Figure 1; the details will be explained in later

sections). Transforms are specified graphically, their effect is shown immediately on records visible on screen, and they

can be undone easily if their effects are undesirable. Discrepancy detection is done automatically in the background,

on the latest transformed view of the data, and anomalies are flagged as they are found.

The pipelining of transformation and discrepancy detection makes data cleaning a tight, closed loop where users

can gradually develop and refine transformations as discrepancies are found3. This is in contrast to the current com-

mercial data cleaning model where transformation and discrepancy detection are done as separate steps, often using

separate software4. Hence users have to wait for a transformation to finish before they can check if it has fixed all

anomalies. More importantly, somenested discrepanciescan be resolved only after others have been resolved. For

example, a typo in year such as “19997” can be found only after all dates have been converted to a uniform format

of month, date, and year. Thus decoupling transformation and discrepancy detection makes it hard to find multiple

discrepancies in one pass, leading to many unnecessary iterations.

Data transformation and analysis typically go hand-in-hand. First, the data needs to be transformed before analysis

to clean it of errors. Moreover many analysis algorithms operate on certain portions of the data, or require it to

be in particular formats. For example, an analyst may want to compute correlations against the year field of the

date attribute, or a particular charting utility may want the input values to be in a particular form. The traditional

decoupling of transformation and analysis tools hinders their pipelining and creates unnecessary delays, even if the

operations are independently interactive. Hence Potter’s Wheel integrates seamlessly into a spreadsheet-based data

analysis framework as we describe in Section 2.5.

1.3 Transforms: Graphical Specification, Interactive Application, and Optimization

Interactive transformation has two aspects – the transforms must be easy to specify graphically, and they must be

applied interactively, with immediate feedback to the user so that they can correct any errors.

Commercial ETL tools typically support only some restricted conversions between a small set of formats via

a GUI, and provide ad hoc programming interfaces for general transformations (these are essentially libraries of

conversions between standard formats:e.g. Data Builder, Data Junction’s CDI SDK andDJXL [13, 14]). This hinders

interactive transformation because errors in a program are not caught until the entire dataset has been transformed and

rechecked for discrepancies. Moreover, it is often difficult or even impossible to write “compensatory scripts” to undo

an erroneous transformation, forcing users to maintain and track multiple versions of potentially large datasets.

We have adapted from the research literature on transformation languages (e.g., [36, 8, 33]) a small set of trans-

forms that support many common transformations without explicit programming. Most of these are natural to specify
2We use transform as a noun to denote a single operation, and transformation as a noun to denote a sequence of operations.
3Incremental detection and transformation may lead to cascading changes and obscure the data lineage [52], if one transform causes an error

elsewhere. Note however that it is precisely in such situations that an interactive, undoable way of transformation is needed. With Potter’s Wheel

the user can quickly find out that a transform was inappropriate and make amends, as we describe in Section 4.4. Whereas with a traditional tool

she will not find out the problem with a transformation until the very end.
4Even vendors like Ardent that provide both ETL and “quality analysis” software provide them as two pieces of a suite; the user is expected to

do discrepancy detection and transformation in separate stages [15].
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graphically. However some transforms used to split values into atomic components are quite complex to specify. These

transforms are often needed for parsing structures of values in “wrapper-generation” or “screen-scraping” tools (like

Araneus [22] or Cohera Net Query [10]). Such tools typically require users to specify regular expressions or grammars

to parse values. As we see in Section 4.3, even these are often inadequate and users have to write custom scripts. Such

complex specification interfaces hinder interactive transformation; they are time-consuming and error-prone, and im-

pose delays that distract the user from the task of cleaning. In contrast Potter’s Wheel allows users to enter the desired

results on example data, and automatically infers a suitable transform. This is performed using the structure extraction

techniques described below under discrepancy detection. We describe such graphical specification, and the interactive

application of these transforms, in Section 4.

This interactive approach also improves accuracy of transformations because users can easily experiment with

different transforms. They can graphically specify or undo transforms, and need not wait for the entire dataset to be

transformed to learn what effect a transform has had.

Potter’s Wheel compiles the entire sequence of transforms into a program after the user is satisfied, instead of

applying them piecemeal over many iterations. Users often specify/undo transforms in an order intuitive to them,

resulting in unnecessary or sub-optimal transformations. The main cost in executing these transforms in a program

is the CPU time needed for memory allocation and memory copies. Hence the final sequence of transforms can

be optimized, collapsing redundant transforms and optimally pipelining them to minimize memory allocations and

copies. We present such optimizations and preliminary performance results in Section 5.

1.4 Automatic Discrepancy Detection

There are many techniques for detecting whether a value violates the constraints of its domain. Generic values with

no specific domain can be checked using outlier detection algorithms like [43, 5]. However many values belong to

specific domains and require to be checked using custom techniques. These could be standard ones like spell-checking,

address/zip code verification, or specialized one like finding errors in chemical formulae. Certain domains may impose

other constraints likes uniqueness or functional dependencies that need special algorithms (e.g.[28, 30]).

We want to handle all such domains in an extensible fashion in Potter’s Wheel. It is simple to allow users to

define custom domains, along with verfication algorithms for these domains. However the data is often a composite

structure containing parts from different domains, like“Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier, et. al. Hardcover (April 8,

1948)$22.00”5 or “Wal-Mart, 7401 Samuell Blvd, Dallas, TX 75228-6166 Phone: (214)319-2616”6. Therefore the

system must automatically parse a value into a structure composed of user-defined domains, and then apply suitable

discrepancy detection algorithms. This is similar to the XML DTD inference problem addressed in [21]. However,

unlike in XML DTDs, the domains are not just regular expressions but could be arbitrary inclusion functions. Moreover

the data will have errors, both in structure and in adherence to the domain constraints. In Section 3.2 we describe how

Potter’s Wheel applies the Minimum Description Length principle to parse values in terms of user-defined domains.

1.5 Outline

We describe the architecture of Potter’s Wheel in Section 2. We discuss how discrepancies are detected using user-

defined domains in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe how Potter’s Wheel supports interactive transformation. In

Section 5 we present initial work on optimizing sequences of transforms for memory accesses. We look at related

work in Section 6 and conclude with directions for future work in Section 7.
5From the web page of Amazon.com search results for Daphne Du Maurier
6From the web page of SwitchBoard.com search results for Walmart in Dallas
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the Potter’s Wheel User Interface on flight delay data from FEDSTATS [20]. More detailed

screenshots are available at the software web page [41].

2 Potter’s Wheel Architecture

The main components of Potter’s Wheel architecture (Figure 2) are aData Source, a Transformation Enginethat

applies transforms along 2 paths, anOnline Reordererto support interactive scrolling and sorting at the user inter-

face [42, 40], and anAutomatic Discrepancy Detector. We proceed to discuss these in turn.

2.1 Data Source

Potter’s Wheel accepts input data as a single, merged input stream. This input can come from an ODBC source or an

ASCII file source. The ODBC source can be used to access data from relational databases via SQL queries, or even

from more complex sources via middleware (e.g. [50, 27, 6]). Clearly, schematic differences between sources will

restrict the tightness of the integration via a query, as we will see in Section 4. Even Figure 1 shows poor mapping in

theSourceandDestinationcolumns. Potter’s Wheel will find areas of poor integration as discrepancies, and the user

can transform the data, moving data values across columns to unify the data format.

When accessing records from ASCII files, each record is viewed as a single large column. The user can identify

column delimiters graphically and split the record into constituent columns. Such parsing is especially necessary for

unstructured data (such as from web pages). In this context parsing is traditionally a time-consuming and laborious

process, also called “wrapping” or “screen-scraping”. Potter’s Wheel tackles this problem through aSplit transform

that can be specified by example (described in Section 4). Alternately, column types and delimiters can also be

specified in a metadata file. If the user has parsed and converted a dataset once, they can store it as a macro for easy

application on other similar datasets (Section 5).

2.2 Interface used for Displaying Data

Data that is read in from the input stream is displayed using a Scalable Spreadsheet [40] interface that allows users to

interactively re-sort on any column, and scroll in a representative sample of the data, even over large datasets. This

interface appears immediately, and the user does not have to wait until the data has been completely fetched from

the source. This is an important requirement for interactive behavior over large datasets or never-ending data streams

(such as sensor feeds).
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Figure 2: Potter’s Wheel Framework

The interface supports this behavior using an Online Reorderer [42] that continually fetches tuples from the source

and divides them into buckets based on a (dynamically computed) histogram on the sort column, spooling them to

a side-disk if needed. When the user scrolls to a new region, the reorderer picks a sample of tuples from the bucket

corresponding to the scrollbar position and displays them on the screen. Thus users can explore large amounts of

data along any dimension. Such exploration is an important component of the analysis package that Potter’s Wheel is

integrated with (Section 2.5). We also believe that exploration helps users spot simple discrepancies by observing the

structure of data values as a dimension changes.

2.3 Transformation Engine

Users specify transforms in a direct-manipulation fashion on this spreadsheet interface, by choosing appropriate

columns or rows and selecting transforms, or by showing the desired effect on example values. We describe this

further in Section 4.3. These transforms need to be applied in two places. First, they need to be applied to records

visible on screen. With the spreadsheet user interface this is done when the user scrolls or jumps to a new scrollbar

position. Since the number of rows that can be displayed on screen at a time is small, users perceive transformations

as being instantaneous (this clearly depends on the nature of the transforms; we return to this issue in Section 4.2).

Second, transforms need to be applied to records used for discrepancy detection because, as argued earlier, we want

to check for discrepancies on transformed versions of data. Collections of transforms can also be compiled into an

optimized program, as we describe in Section 5.

2.4 Automatic Discrepancy Detector

While the user is specifying transforms and exploring the data, the discrepancy detector applies appropriate algorithms

to find errors in the data. Hence tuples fetched from the source are transformed and sent to the discrepancy detector, in

addition to being sent to the Online Reorderer. The discrepancy detector decides on suitable algorithms for each field

of the tuple based on its inferred structure. The strucutre of a field is inferred as soon as it is formed (i.e., either when

the input stream is started or when a new column is formed by a transform), as we describe in Section 3.2.

2.5 Integration into analysis framework

The spreadsheet interface used for transformation serves to show examples of the latest transformed data values;

the users can explore these examples by sorting and scrolling along arbitrary dimensions. Users can also compute

aggregates and plot histograms on this transformed data in an online, continually refining fashion, and can recursively

partition it using any clustering algorithm, as described in [40].
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public abstract class Domain {
/** Required Inclusion Function — Checks if value satisfies domain constraints. */

public abstract boolean match(char *value);

/** Optional function – finds the number of values in this domain with given length. This could vary

based on parameterization – see Section 3.3.*/

public int cardinality(int length);

/** Optional function – updates any state for this domain using the given value */

public void updateStats(char* value);

/** Optional function – gets the probability that all discrepancies have been found. Typically needs to know

the total number of tuples in the data set (e.g.see [30]). */

public float confidence(int dataSize);

/** Optional function – checks if one pattern is redundant after another */

public boolean isRedundantAfter(Domain d);

}
Figure 3: API for user-defined domains

3 Framework for Discrepancy Detection

As outlined in the introduction, we would like to handle in an extensible fashion any discrepancy detection algorithm,

whether generic or domain specific. We want users to be able to define arbitrarydomainsalong with discrepancy

detection algorithms for those domains.

We describe the API for domains and discrepancy detection algorithms in Section 3.1. As argued before, column

values are typically composite structures, and the system needs to infer the appropriate structure for its values in terms

of these domains. We explain how this is done in Section 3.2. Some of the domains in this structure may need to

be parameterizedfor the speific values (e.g. an integer domain can be parameterized with the mean and standard

deviation so that it can track anomalous values). This is discussed further in Section 3.3. Once this detailed structure

is inferred, the system parses values and sends individual components to suitable discrepancy detection algorithms, as

described in Section 2.4.

3.1 Domains in Potter’s Wheel

Domains in Potter’s Wheel are defined through the interface shown in Figure 3. The only required function to im-

plement is an inclusion functionmatch to identify values in the domain. The optionalcardinality function is

helpful in structure extraction.updateStats is mainly used to parameterize the domains (Section 3.3). It can also

be used by a discrepancy detection algorithm to accumulate state about the data. This accumulated state can be used

to catchmulti-row anomalies where a set of values are individually correct, but together violate some constraint. For

example, a duplicate elimination algorithm could useupdateStats to build an approximate hash table or Bloom

filter of the values seen so far. Theconfidence method is helpful for probabilistic and incremental discrepancy

detection algorithms, such as sampling based algorithms (e.g. [30]). TheisRedundantAfter method is used in

enumerating structures, as described in Section 3.2.

Potter’s Wheel provides the following default domains: arbitrary ASCII strings (henceforth calledξ∗)7 , char-
7In the rest of this paper we useξ to refer to the alphabet of all printable ASCII characters.
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acter strings (Words; likewise AllCapsWordsandCapWordsrefer to words with all capitals and capitalized words),

Integers, sequences ofPunctuation, C-styleIdentif iers, IEEE floating points (henceforth calledDecimals), English

words checked according toispell (IspellWords), commonNames(checked by referring to the online 1990 census

results [48]),money, and a generic regular-expression domain that checks values using the PCRE library [26].

3.2 Structure Extraction

A given value will typically be parseable in terms of the default and user-defined domains in multiple ways. For

example,“March 17, 2000” can be parsed asξ∗, as[A-Za-z]∗ [0-9]∗, [0-9]∗, or as[Ma-h]∗ [17]∗, [20]∗, to name a

few. Structure extraction involves choosing the best structure for values in a column. Formally, given a set of column

valuesv1, v2, . . . , vn and a set of domainsd1, d2, . . . , dm, we want to extract a structureS = ds1ds2 . . . dsp , where

1 ≤ s1 . . . sp ≤ m.

Recently Garofalakiset. al. [21] addressed a variant of this problem for XML DTD inference using the using the

minimum description length (MDL) principle. They choose the best regular expression that matches a set of values.

Whereas we need to infer structures involving arbitrary domains that are specified only as abstract inclusion functions.

Moreover in our case the data will have errors, not only in adherence to the domain constraints, but also in the very

structure. Hence we can only try to get an approximate structure. We first describe how to evaluate the appropriateness

of a structure for a set of values and then describe ways of enumerating all structures so as to choose the best one.

Evaluating the Suitability of a Structure

There are three characteristics that we want in a structure for the column values.

Recall: The structure must match as many of the values as possible.

Precision:The structure must match as few other random values as possible.

Conciseness:The structure must have minimum length.

The first two criteria are standard IR metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of a pattern [49]. We need to consider

recall because the values might be erroneous even in structure; all unmatched values are considered as discrepancies.

Considering precision helps us avoid overly broad structures likeξ∗ that do not uniquely match this column.

The last criterion of conciseness is used to avoid over-fitting the structure to the example values. For instance,

we want to parseMarch 17, 2000as [A-Za-z]∗ [0-9]∗, [0-9]∗ rather than as M a r c h 1 7 , 2 0 0 0. Note that for

conciseness to be helpful the alphabet from which we create the structure must contain the user-defined domains. For

instance if we did not have words and integers as domains in the alphabet, M a r c h 1 7 , 2 0 0 0 would be the better

structure since it has the same recall (100%), better precision (since it avoids matching any other date), and smaller

pattern length than [A-Za-z]∗ [0-9]∗, [0-9]∗. Intuitively, the latter is a more concise pattern, but this is only because

we think of the word domain [A-Za-z]∗ as a single element“Word” in the alphabet.

These three criteria are typically conflicting, with broad patterns likeξ∗ having high recall and conciseness but low

precision, and specific patterns having high precision but low conciseness. An effective way to balance the tradeoff

between over-fitting and under-fitting is through the MDL principle [44, 12]. MDL tries to minimize the total length

required to encode the data using the structure. It has been used effectively in many applications like learning decision

trees [39].

The description length of a structure for a set of patterns is defined as the length of theory for the structure plus

the length required to encode the values given the structure. We need this to encapsulate Recall, Precision, and

Conciseness. Conciseness is directly captured by the length of theory for the structure. For values that match the

structure, the length required for encoding the data values captures the Precision. We tackle erroneous data values by

positing that values not matching the structure are encoded explicitly by writing them out, i.e. using the structureξ∗.

The latter encoding is typically more space-intensive since it assumes no structure. Thereby we capture Recall.
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/** Enumerate all structures of the domainsds1 . . . dsp that can be used to match a valuevi. */

void enumerate( vi , d1, . . . dp) {
Let vi be a string of charactersw1 . . . wm

for all domains d that match a prefix w1 . . . wk of vi do

do enumerate( wk+1 . . . wm , ds1 , . . . dsp) , avoiding all structures that begin with

a domaind′ that satisfiesd′.isRedundantAfter (d)
prependd to all structures enumerated in the previous step

}
Figure 4: Enumerating different structures for a set of values

For example, consider a structure of<Word> <Integer> <Integer> and a value ofMay 17 2025. The length

needed for encoding the structure is3 log (number of domains). Then we encode the value by first specifying the

length of each sub-components and then, for each component, specifying the actual value from all values of the same

length. Thus the description length is3 log(number of domains)+3 log (maximum length of values in each sub-component)+
3 log 52 + 2 log 10 + 4 log 10.

In the above example, we are able to calculate the lengths of the value encodings for integers and words because

we know that the domains are strings over an alphabet of 10 numerals and 52 letters, respectively. However computing

the lengths of the encodings for arbitrary domains is harder.

Consider a structureS = ds1ds2 . . . dsp . Let |T | denote the cardinality of any setT . The description length of a

stringvi of lengthlen(vi) using it is:

MDL(vi, S) = length of theory forS + length to encodevi givenS

Since the number of domains ism, we can represent each domain withlog m bits. Letf be the probability thatvi

matches the structureS. We have,

MDL(vi, S) = p log m + f(space to expressvi usingS) + (1− f)(space to expressvi from scratch)

= p log m + f(space to expressvi usingS) + (1− f)(log |ξlen(vi)|)
Let AvgV alLen =

∑
1≤i≤n len(vi) be the average length of the values in the column. The average space needed

to encode the values in the column is,

= p log m + f(average space to express valuesv1 . . . vn usingS) + (1− f)(log |ξAvgV alLen|)

Just as in the example, we calculate the space required to express the valuesvi usingS by first encoding the

lengths of its components in each domain and then encoding the actual values of the components. For any stringw

that falls in a domaindu, let len(w) be its length, and letsp(w|du) be the space required to uniquely encodew among

all the len(w)-length strings indu. Suppose that valuevi matchesS = ds1ds2 . . . dsp through the concatenation of

sub-componentsvi = wi,1wi,2 . . . wi,p, with wi,j ∈ dsj ∀1 ≤ j ≤ p. Let MaxLen be the maximum length of the

values in the column. Then the average space required to encode the values in the column is,

p logm + (f/n)×∑n
i=1

(
p log MaxLen +

∑p
j=1 sp(wi,j |dsj )

)
+ (1 − f)(log |ξAvgV alLen|) =

p log m + AvgV alLen log |ξ| + fp log MaxLen +
(

f
n

)∑n
i=1

∑p
j=1 log

|values of lengthlen(wi,j) that satisfydsj
|

|values of lengthlen(wi.j)|

The best way to compute the cardinality in the above expression is using theint cardinality(int length)

function for the domaindsj , if it has been defined. For other domains we compute the fraction directly by repeatedly

choosing random strings of appropriate length and checking if they satisfydsj . Note that these fractions are indepen-

dent of the actual data values, and so can be pre-computed and cached for typical lengths. If the length is too high we
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Example Column Value Num. Structures Final Structure Chosen

(Erroneous values in parentheses) Enumerated (Num = Number, Punc = Punctuation)

-60 5 Integer

UNITED, DELTA, AMERICAN etc. 5 IspellWord

SFO, LAX etc. 12 AllCapsWord

(some values like JFK to OAK)

1998/01/12 9 Num(len 4) Punc(/) Num(len 2) Punc(/) Num(len 2)

M, Tu, Thu etc. 5 Capitalized Word

06:22 5 Num(len 2) Punc(:) Num(len 2)

12.8.15.147 9 Double Punc(’.’) Double

(some values like ferret03.webtop.com)

”GET\b 5 Punc(”) IspellWord Punc(\)

(some values like\b)

/postmodern/lecs/xia/sld013.htm or /telegraph/4 ξ∗

HTTP 3 AllCapsWord(HTTP)

/1.0 6 Punc (/) Double (1.0)

Table 1: Structures extracted for different kinds of columns. We only show sample values from each column. The

domains we used are the default domains listed in Section 3.1. Structure parameterizations are given in parenthesis.

may need to check many values before we can estimate this fraction. Hence we compute the fraction of matches for

a few small lengths, and extrapolate it assuming that the number of matches is a simple exponential function of the

length. This works well for “regular” domains like identifiers or integers where the number of values of a given length

is exponential in the length, but does not work well for domains like English words.

Choosing the best structure

We have seen how to evaluate the suitability of a structure for a given set of values. We want enumerate all

structures that can match the values in a column and choose the most suitable one. This enumeration needs to be done

carefully since since the structures are arbitrary strings from the alphabet of domains.

We apply the algorithm given in Figure 4 on a set of sample values from the column, and take the union of all the

structures enumerated thus. We use 100 values as a default; this is adequate in all the cases that we have seen. During

this enumeration, we prune the extent of recursion by not handling structures with certain meaningless combinations

of domains such as<word> <word> or <integer> <decimal>. These are unnecessarily complicated versions of

simpler structures like<word> and<decimal>, and will result in structures with identical precision and recall but

lesser conciseness. We identify such unnecessary sequences using theboolean isRedundantAfter(Domain

d) method ofDomain that determines whether this domain is redundant immediately after the given domain.

After such pruning the number of structures we enumerate for a column reduces considerably, and is typically less

than 10. Table 1 shows the number of structures enumerated for some example columns.

3.3 Structures with Parameterized Domains

So far the structures that we have extracted are simply strings of domains. But the column values are often much more

restricted, consisting only of certain parameterizations of the domains. For example, all the sub-components from a

domain might have a constant value, or might be of constant length, as shown in the structures of Figure 1.

Potter’s Wheel currently detects two parameterizations automatically: domains with constant values and domains
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with values of constant length. Such parameterized structures are especially useful for automatically parsing the values

in a column, which is used to infer splits by example in Section 4.3.

In addition, users can define domains that infer custom parameterizations, using theupdateStats method.

These apply custom algorithms to further refine the structure of the sub-components that fall within their domain.

For example, a domain can accept all strings by default, but parameterize itself by inferring a regular expression that

matches the sub-component values. An algorithm for this is given in [21].

The description length for values using a structure changes when the structure is parameterized. For the default

parameterizations of constant values and constant lengths it is easy to adjust the formulas from the previous section.

For custom parameterizations like the regular expression inference discussed above, the user must appropriately adjust

the cardinality usingupdateStats .

3.4 Example Structures Extracted and Discrepancies Found

Consider the table shown in Figure 1 containing flight delay statistics. Table 1 shows the structures extracted for some

of its column values, and also for some columns from a web access log. More example structures are given in Figure 9.

In many cases we see that the dominant structure is chosen even in the face of inconsistencies; thereby the system can

flag these structural inconsistencies as such and apply suitable algorithms for the others.

Using these the system flags several discrepancies that we had earlier added to the data. For example, the system

flags dates such as19998/05/31 in the date column as anomalies because the Integer domain for the year column

parameterizes with a mean of 2043.5 and a standard deviation of 909.2. It finds the poor mapping in the Source and

Destination columns as structural anomalies.

We also see that system occasionally chooses inappropiate structures. For example, values like12.8.15.147 are

chosen asDecimal.Decimal. This arises becauseDecimalis a more concise structure thatInteger.Integer. This could

be avoided either by defining aShortdomain for values less than 255, or even by allowing a parameterization of the

form Integer(len≤ 3). An interesting example of over-fitting is the choice ofIspellWordfor flight carriers. Although

most flight carrier names occur in theispell dictionary, some like TWA do not. StillIspellWordis chosen because

it is cheaper to encode TWA explicitly with aξ∗ structure than to encode all carriers with aAllCapsWordstructure.

As a result the system flags TWA as an anomaly. The user could either choose to ignore this anomaly, or specify a

minimum Recall threshold to avoid over-fitting. In any case, this example highlights the importance of involving the

user in the data cleaning process.

4 Interactive Transformation

We have adapted from existing literature on transformation languages (e.g. [33, 8]) a small set of transforms. Our

focus is on the important goal of interactive transformation – we want users to construct transformations gradually,

adjusting them based on continual feedback. This goal breaks up into the following requirements.

Ease of specification:We want users to specify transforms through graphical operations; writing code for the trans-

formation is time-consuming and error-prone, and distracts users from the main job of identifying discrepancies and

choosing transforms to fix them. The traditional literature on transformation has relied on declarative specification

languages that are powerful but rather hard to specify (Section 4.3. Often users need to supply regular expressions

or even grammars for performing transforms. Instead transforms should be specifiable through intuitive GUI based

operations, or at worst by outlining the desired effect on example values.

Ease of interactive application: Once the user has specified a transform, they must be given immediate feedback

on the results of its application so that they can correct or augment it. We describe how transforms are applied
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Transform Definition

Format φ(R, i, f) = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, f(ai)) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Add α(R, x) = {(a1, . . . , an, x) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Drop π(R, i) = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Copy κ((a1, . . . , an), i) = {(a1, . . . , an, ai) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Merge µ((a1, . . . , an), i, j, glue) = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , aj−1, aj+1, . . . , an, ai ⊕ glue⊕ aj) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Split ω((a1, . . . , an), i, splitter) = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, left(ai, splitter), right(ai, splitter)) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R}
Divide δ((a1, . . . , an), i, pred) = {(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, ai, null ) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R ∧ pred(ai)} ∪

{(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, null, ai) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R ∧ ¬pred(ai)}
Fold λ(R, i1, i2, . . . ik) = {(a1, . . . , ai1−1, ai1+1, . . . , ai2−1, ai2+1, . . . , aik−1, aik+1, . . . , an, ail) |

(a1, . . . , an) ∈ R ∧ 1 ≤ l ≤ k}
Select σ(R, pred) = {(a1, . . . , an) | (a1, . . . , an) ∈ R ∧ pred((a1, . . . , an))}
Notation: R is a relation withn columns. i, j are column indices andai represents the value of a column in a row.x and glue are

values.f is a function mapping values to values.x ⊕ y concatenatesx andy. splitter is a position in a string or a regular expression,

left (x, splitter) is the left part ofx after splitting by splitter. pred is a function returning a boolean.

Table 2: Definitions of the various transforms.Unfold is defined in Appendix A.

incrementally in Section 4.2.

Undos and Data Lineage:After the user sees feedback on a transform they may want to replace it with a better one.

Hence the system must support undos of transforms. Moreover, incremental transformation creates a data lineage

problem [52] where one transform creates other cascading discrepancies. The user must be able to identify discrepan-

cies that were originally present in the data from ones resulting from other transformations. We describe how Potter’s

Wheel supports undos and data lineage in Section 4.4.

4.1 Transforms supported in Potters Wheel

The transforms used in Potter’s Wheel are adapted from existing literature on transformation languages (e.g.[33, 8]).

We describe them briefly here before proceeding to discuss their interactive application and graphical specification.

Readers interested in more illustrative examples can refer to [41]. Formal definitions and proofs of expressive power

are given in Table 2 and Appendix B respectively.

One-to-one Mappings of Rows

The most basic transforms operate on individual rows. The simplest isFormat that applies a function to the value of

a column in every row. We provide default functions for common operations like regular-expression based substitu-

tions and arithmetic operations, but also allow user defined functions. Column and table names can bedemotedinto

column values using special characters in regular expressions; these are useful in conjunction with theFold transform

described below.

The remaining one-to-one transforms perform column operations that can be used to unify data collected from

different sources into a common format, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

Drop , Copy, andAdd transforms allow users to drop or copy a column, or add a new column. WhileAdding a

new column, its value can be set to a constant, a random number, or a serial that provides unique values.

The Merge transform concatenates values in two columns, optionally interposing a constant (the delimiter) in

the middle, to form a single new column.Split splits a column into two or more parts, and is used typically to

parse a value into its constituent components. The splitting positions are often difficult to specify if the data is not

well structured or has errors. We allow splitting by specifying character positions, regular expressions, and even by

performing splits on example values. We elaborate on this in Section 4.3.
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Occasionally, logically different values (maybe from multiple sources) are bunched into the same column. The

Divide transform performs a conditional division of a column sending values into one of two new columns based on

a predicate, as shown in Figure 6. This is useful if we want a certain transform to applied only on particular values.

Many-to-Many Mappings of Rows
Many-to-Many transforms help to tackle higher-orderschematic heterogeneities[37] where information is stored

partly in data values, and partly in the schema, as shown in Figure 7.

TheFold transform converts one row into multiple rows, folding a set of columns together into one column and

replicating the rest, as defined in Table 2. ConverselyUnfold takestwo columns, collects rows that have the same

values for all the other columns, and unfolds the two chosen columns. Figure 7 shows an example with student grades

where the subject names are demoted into the row viaFormat , grades areFold ed together, and thenSplit to

separate the subject from the grade.Unfold is used to “unflatten” tables and move information from data values to

column names, as shown in Figure 8. Values in one column are used as column names to align the values in the other

column.

These two transforms are adapted from the Fold and UnFold restructuring operators of SchemaSQL [32]. However,

unlike in SchemaSQL, we do not automatically demote column names inFold because often there is no meaningful

column name. More detailed discussion of the differences with SchemaSQL, along with formal definitions ofFold

andUnFold , are given in Appendix A.

Power of Transforms
As we prove in Appendix B, these transforms can be used to perform all one-to-many mapping of rows. Some trans-

forms likeDivide , Add andDrop are in theory obviated byMerge , Split and UDF-basedFormat s. However

they help to specify many operations more naturally, as we will see in Section 4.3. Moreover specifying transforms
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directly via these operations permits many performance optimizations in their application that would be impossible if

they were done opaquely as a UDF-basedFormat (Section 5).

Fold andUnfold are essentially the same as the restructuring operators of SchemaSQL, and can also be used to

f lattentables, converting it to a form where the column and table names are all literals and do not contain data values.

For a formal definition of (un)flattening and an analysis of the power ofFold andUnfold , see [32, 23].

As future work we plan to study the power of these transforms for for converting data between self-describing

and flat formats. For example, a row with multiple columns can be converted into a nested structure by demoting

the column names as tags (as in Figure 7), unfolding set-valued attributes distributed in multiple rows, and merging

attributes that are in separate columns.

4.2 Interactive Application of Transforms

A simple way of giving immediate feedback on the transformations is to apply the transforms incrementally as tuples

stream in. This allows us to immediately show the results of the transforms on tuples visible on the screen of the

spreadsheet interface. Also this lets the system pipeline discrepancy detection on the results of the transforms, thereby

checking if additional transforms need to be applied to fix any uncaught discrepancies.

Among the transforms discussed above, all the one-to-one transforms as well as theFold transform are functions

on a single row. Hence they are easy to apply interactively. As discussed in Section 2, these transforms can be applied

in a pipelined fashion on the input stream before sending it for discrepancy detection, and also on the records currently

shown on the screen.

However theUnfold transform operates on a set of rows with matching values, which could potentially involve

scanning the entire data. Hence in our current implementation we do not allowUnfold to be specified graphically at

the user interface. For displaying records on the screen of the spreadsheet we can avoid this problem by not displaying

a complete row but instead displaying more and more columns as distinct values are found, and filling data values

in these columns as the corresponding input rows are read. However, progressively adding more and more columns

in the spreadsheet interface could confuse the user. This problem of asynchronous column addition can be avoided

by implementing an abstraction interface (column roll up) where, upon anUnfold , all the newly created columns

are shown as one rolled up column. When the user clicks to unroll the column it expands into a set of columns

corresponding to the distinct values found so far.

However, pipelining discrepancy detection on the unfolded results is much harder. We don’t even know what

or how many columns are going to be there in the output – this depends on the number of distinct values there are

in theUnfoldingcolumn. As described in Section 3, the system analyzes the structure of each column and chooses

appropriate discrepancy detection algorithms for it. Hence discrepancy detection on the unfolded results will have

to wait until a sizable number of values have been formed in each result column. We plan to address interactive

discrepancy detection over unfolded results in future work.

4.3 Graphical Specification of Transforms

As mentioned before,Divide , Add, andDrop are in theory redundant, but they help to specify transforms more

naturally. For instance,Drop-ing a column is much simpler thanMerge-ing it with another column and thenFormat-

ing it to remove the unnecessary part (Appendix B expands on this idea).

Many of the transforms described earlier, such asAdd, Drop , Copy, Fold , andMerge are simple to specify

graphically. Users can highlight the desired columns and choose the appropriate transform. Some transforms like

Format andDivide need textual input in the form of arithmetic expressions or predicates, but this input is natural

and unavoidable.
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Example Values Split By User Inferred Structure Comments

(| is user specified split position)

Thatcher, Margaret|, £52,072

Major, John|, £73,238

Tony Blair |, £1,00,533

(< ξ∗ > < ’,’ money >)

Parsing is possible despite no

good delimiter. A regular ex-

pression domain can infer a

structure of [0-9,]* for the last

component.
MAA |to| SIN

JFK |to| SFO

LAX |–| ORD

SEA |/| OAK

(<len 3 identifier> < ξ∗ >

< len 3 identifier> )

Parsing is possible despite multi-

ple delimiters.

321 Blake #7|, Berkeley|, CA 94720

719 MLK Road|, Fremont|, CA 95743

(<number ξ∗ > < ’,’ word>

<’,’ (2 letter word) (5 letter integer)>)

Parsing is easy because of con-

sistent delimiter.

Figure 9: Parse structures inferred from various split-by-examples

However theSplit transform is often hard to specify precisely. Splits are often needed to parse values in a col-

umn into consituent parts, as illustrated in Figure 9. This is an important problem for commercial integration products.

Tools like Microsoft Excel automatically parse standard structures like comma-separated values. There are many re-

search and commercial “wrapper-generation” tools (e.g. Araneus [22], Cohera Net Query(CNQ) [10], and Nodose [4])

that try to tackle the general problem for “screen-scraping” unstructured data found on web pages. However these tools

often require sophisticated specification of the split, ranging from regular expression split delimiters to context free

grammars. But even these cannot always be used to split unambiguously. For instance in the first entry of Figure 9,

commas occur both in delimiters and in the data values. As as result, users often have to write custom scripts to parse

the data.

4.3.1 Split by Example

In Potter’s Wheel we aim that users should not have to worry about specification of complex regular expressions or

programs to parse values. We want to allow users to specify most splits by performing them on example values.

The user selects a few example valuesv1, v2, . . . , vn and in a graphical, direct-manipulation [46] way shows how

these are to be split, into components(w1,1w1,2 . . . w1,m), (w2,1 . . . w2,m), . . . , (wn,1 . . . wn,m). As done during dis-

crepancy detection, the system infers a structure for each of them new columns using MDL, and uses these structures

to split the rest of the values. These structures are general, ranging from simple ones like constant delimiters or con-

stant length delimiters, to structures involving parameterized user-defined domains like “<IspellWord>–++<x[ab]*>–

<Word(len 3)>”. Therefore they are better than simple regular expressions at identifying split positions. Figure 9

contains some sample structures that Potter’s Wheel extracts from example splits on different datasets. We see that

even for the ambiguous-delimiter case described earlier, Potter’s Wheel extracts good structures that can be used to

split unambiguosly.

Some values may still not be unambiguously parseable using the inferred structures. Other values may be anoma-

lous and not match the inferred structure at all. We flag all such values as discrepancies to the user.

Splitting based on inferred structures

Since the structures inferred are more general than just regular expressions, splitting a value based on these is not easy.

Figure 10 shows a naive algorithm for parsing a value that considers the inferred structures from left to right, and tries
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/** Split a valuevi using the structuresS1, S2, . . . Sk */

void split( vi, S1, . . . Sk) {
Let vi be a string of charactersw1 . . . wm

for all prefixes w1 . . . wj of vi that satisfy S1 do

split( wj+1 . . . wm, S2S3 . . . Sk)

If the previous step did not return exactly one way of splitting, reportvi as a possible discrepancy

}
Figure 10: Naive method of splitting a value using the inferred structures.

/** Split a valuevi using the structuresS1, S2, . . . Sk */

void split( vi, S1, . . . Sk) {
Let vi be a string of charactersw1 . . . wm

Let v1, v2, . . . vn be the example values used to infer the structures for the split

Let the user-specified split for each valuevi bexi,1xi,2 . . . xi,k

As in Section 3.2, compute for all structuresSj the space required to express the values

x1,j , x2,j , . . . xn,j usingSj . Call thisspj .

Choose the structureSj with the least value ofXj .

for all substrings wa . . . wb of vi that satisfy Sj do

split( w1 . . . wa−1, S1ldotsSj−1)

split( wb+1 . . . wm, Sj+1ldotsSp)

If the previous step did not return exactly one way of splitting, reportvi as a possible discrepancy

}
Figure 11: Efficient method of splitting a value using the inferred structures. Considers the structures in decreasing

order of specificity.

to match them against all prefixes of unparsed value. This exhaustive algorithm is very expensive for “imprecise”

structures that match many prefixes. Quick parsing is particularly needed when the split is to be applied on a large

dataset after the user has chosen the needed sequence of transforms.

Therefore we use an alternative algorithm (Figure 11) that matches the inferred structures in decreasing order of

specificity. It first tries to find a match for the most specific structure, and then recursively tries to match the remaining

part of the data value against the other structures. The idea is that in the initial stages there will be few alternative

prefixes for matching the structures, and so the value will be quickly broken down into smaller pieces that can be

parsed later. The specificity of a structure is computed as the description lengths of the (appropriate substrings) of the

example values using the structure. The value is quickly divided into many smaller substrings because the specific

structures such as delimiters are caught quickly. Hence this algorithm is more efficient.

4.4 Undoing Transforms and Tracking Data Lineage

One way of supporting undos of transfoms would be to perform “compensating transforms”. However this would

result in unnecessary transformation and then untransformation of every record. Moreover many transforms (such as

regular-expression-based substitutions and some arithmetic expressions) cannot be undone unambiguously. Undoing

these requires the system to maintain multiple versions of potentially large datasets.

Therefore Potter’s Wheel adopts a strategy of never changing the actual data records during the transformation.

It merely collects transforms as the user adds them, and applies them only on the records displayed on the screen, in

essence showing a view using the transforms specified so far. Undos are performed by simply removing the concerned
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Figure 13: Optimized execution of the transformation

transform from the sequence. Collecting transforms and applying them on the dataset at the end also allows the system

to optimize their application as described in Section 5.

Although we may have to transform the same tuple multiple times if the user scrolls back and forth to the same

point, we only need to transform a screen-full of tuples at the scrolling and thinking speed of the user. The program

generated at the end for the whole transformation will typically be long running, since it needs to manipulate the entire

dataset. Our goal is to make interactive only the process of developing the right transformation for cleaning; the final

program can be run unsupervised as a batch process. It could also be used as a wrapper [6] on the data source for

subsequent accesses.

A problem with transforming data on the fly is ambiguity in data and anomaly lineage [52]; the user does not know

whether a discrepancy was caused because of an error in the data or because of a transform. Not changing the actual

data records also allows easy tracing of data lineage. As mentioned before discrepancy detection is always performed

on the latest transformed version of the data. If the user wishes to know the lineage of a particular discrepancy, the

system only needs to apply the transforms one after another, checking for discrepancies after each transform, to see

whether the value was originally a discrepancy or whether the discrepancy was introduced by a transform.

5 Compiling a Sequence of Transforms into a Program

After the user is satisfied with the constructed sequence of transforms they can compile it into a transformation. This

transformation can either be a C or Perl program, or macro. A macro is useful for applications that need a long and

laborious sequence of the basic transforms. This sequence is saved as a macro that can subsequently be applied directly

on any input.

The goal of Potter’s Wheel is to let users specify transforms as they are needed — often only when discrepancies

are found — in an order that is natural to the user. Hence the resultant transformation often has redundant or sub-

optimal transforms. As we will discuss below, executing such a sequence of transforms exactly in the order specified

by the user can be quite inefficient. Hence we want to convert the sequence of transforms specified by the user into

one that is more efficient for execution, and compile them into an optimized program to perform the transformation

on the database. We describe work on optimizing the final sequence of transform for memory accesses.

We consider only optimizations of transformations having one-to-one transforms only. Since such a transformation

needs to be applied once for each row in the dataset we want to execute it efficiently. Thus, our granularity of

optimization is a row-to-row mapping.
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Materialize LLBS A1 concatenate A1 in new o/p buffer
and return this as a singleton LLBS

Figure 14: Operations performed by transforms. A singleton LLBS contains exactly one LBS.

Our main concern in this optimization is CPU cost. Since I/O and tuple transformation are pipelined, and we do

only large sequential I/Os, the I/O cost is masked by the CPU cost. CPU cost is composed mainly of memory copies,

buffer (de)allocations, and regular expression matches.Format andSplit may involve regular expression matches.

However almost any transform, if implemented naively without looking at the transforms that come before and after

it, will have to (a) allocate a suitable sized buffer for the output, (b) transform the data from an input buffer to the

output buffer, and (c) deallocate the output buffer after it has been used. This buffer is often of variable size ( because

transforms such asMerge , Split , andFormat change data sizes and the data itself could be of variable size) and so

must be allocated dynamically. With this approach, transforms likeMerge andSplit involve memory-to-memory

copies as well. We use the termmaterializationto refer to the strategy of creating a buffer for the output of a transform.

Consider the example transformation shown in Figure 12 with materialization done between all successive trans-

forms. The ovals represent transform operators and the rectangles represent materialization. The graph is executed

bottom up, each operator executing when all of its inputs are ready. Three materializations are needed if the graph is

executed naively, but these can be completely avoided as shown in Figure 13. The twoSplit ’s can be done with one

pass over the bufferInputField1 to find out the split positions, and pointers to these substrings can been given as

input toFormat and copied toOutputField1 . Similarly the third substring after the split can directly placed at

the beginning ofOutputField3 .

The above optimization can be viewed as simply a programming “hack”, but it is not clear how to compile an

arbitrary transformation into an optimized program. In the rest of this section we generalize this idea. We show how

to minimize materializations based on the constraints of various transforms. We then study how we can compile an

optimized graph into a program that does no unnecessary materializations.

5.1 Determining a Minimal Set of Materialization Points

Some transforms impose constraints on the materialization of their inputs and/or outputs. ArbitraryUDFs andFor-

mat need their inputs to be materialized8 and produce outputs that are materialized (because of the requirements of

our regular-expression library and our arithmetic expression parser).Split by regular expression needs to have a
8We say that a value is materialized if it is present in a single contiguous memory buffer.
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materialized input but need not materialize its output; it can stop at determining the split positions and directly pass on

the buffer to its outputs.

Materialization can also be done for performance. Materializing before aCopy can be used to avoid reapplying

the transforms below the copy to generate each of its outputs. This problem is akin to that of deciding whether to

cache the results of part of a query in multi-query optimization [45, 38]. Ideally we want to materialize only if the

cost of materialization is less than the (optimal) cost of performing the transforms before the copy to produce all the

outputs. However determining the optimal cost of performing these transforms is very difficult since it depends on

the (optimal) location of other materialization points both before and after the copy [45, 38]. Currently we adopt a

heuristic of always inserting a materialization point before aCopy, except when there are no transforms before it.

We add to the transformation graph only those materializations that are needed to meet these constraints.

5.2 Restructuring the Transformation Graph

After inserting the minimum materializations needed, we simplify the transformation graph using some simple restruc-

turing operations. We coalesce successiveMerge s into a singleMerge and coalesce successiveSplit s into a single

multi-outputSplit . The resultantSplit is parameterized by the ordered combination of the splitting conditions of

the constituentSplit s.

However, if a regular-expression-basedSplit comes immediately after a position-basedSplit , we do not

coalesce them together. Doing so would force the materialization of a bigger string before the coalescedSplit as

compared to not coalescing them and materializing after the position-basedSplit only.

We also remove from the transformation graph all nodes whose only eventual ancestors areDrop s.

5.3 Generating Optimized Code for Transforms

We aim to generate code for a transformation graph that never allocates or copies a buffer except at materialization

points. We perform a bottom up traversal of the transformation graph. Each node is a task that needs to be performed;

performing the task corresponds to looking at its input, applying the transform (or materializing if it is a materialize

node) and then “passing on” results to the nodes above it. A node canfire only when all its inputs are available, so we

maintain a queue of nodes that are ready to fire and repeatedly pick a node from it to fire. A node enters the queue

when all its inputs are available.

We need a way for nodes to “pass on” their transformed results to the nodes above them without copies. Passing

a pointer to a single buffer fails because operations likeMerge combine multiple buffers. Hence the mechanism we

use for “passing data” is an orderedlist of length based strings(LLBS). Eachlength based string(LBS) consists of a

pointer to a buffer along with the length of the buffer, and is typically a window in a larger null-terminated string.

Figure 14 gives the operations performed by (the code generated for) each transform along with its input and

output. By operating only on LLBSs, our transforms never have to materialize except at the points described in

Section 5.1. Due to lack of space we explain only the interesting ones.Merge accepts an LLBS from each input and

outputs a “flattened” LLBS,e.g. if the inputs are(lbs1, lbs2, lbs3) and(lbs4, lbs5) , Merge outputs

(lbs1, lbs2, lbs3, lbs4, lbs5) . A Split based on position takes in a LLBS and further refines it based

on the new split positionse.g. Split by position 5 of the LLBS(‘‘ abcdef’’, ‘‘ghijklmn’’) produces

two output LLBSs(‘‘abcde’’) and(“f”, “ghijklmn”). Add statically creates a buffer with a suitable constant once

(not once per record) and outputs this as an LBS, changing the buffer value each time if it is supposed to generate

random numbers or serial numbers.
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T4 Split Source by ’to’,Merge right part with Destination,Split Date by ’/’,

Format resulting years with ’19998’ to ’1998’
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T6 Split Source by ’to’,Merge right part with Destination,Drop Dept Sch and DeptAct

Split Date at position 5,Copy Delay, Add constant ’Foo Bar’

Figure 15: Time taken for different transformations. The gain due to optimization increases with the number of

transforms

5.4 Advantage of Compilation into Programs with Minimum Materialization

Figure 15 compares the average time taken for transforming a row using programs generated by Potter’s Wheel for 8

transformations. We study the times taken for C programs generated with and without the optimizations of this section.

These programs correspond to different transformations of a flight statistics data set9. All the generated C programs

were compiled with the highest optimization settings in the Visual C++ 6.0 compiler.

We run 6 different transformations, ranging from single transforms to long sequences. We see that the optimiza-

tions described above give a speedup that varies from about 45% for simple transforms like T2 and T3, to about 110%

for sequences of many transforms like T6. Note that both the optimized and non-optimized versions need to parse

the input and copy the fields not involved in the transformation from the input to the output. Hence more elaborate

transformations will get greater speedups.

We have also modified Potter’s Wheel to generate Perl programs for the above transformations. However we found

that the C programs are more than an order of magnitude faster than the Perl programs (we do not show them on the

graph to avoid skewing the scale). This is a key advantage of automatically generating a program from a graphically

specified transformation; if the user manually programs a transformation she is likely to choose a scripting language
9We used data downloaded from FEDSTATS [20] for all flights originating from Chicago O’Hare, San Fransisco, and New York JFK airports

in 1997 and 1998. The columns in this dataset are shown in Figure 1, and it has952771 records, with a total size of73.186 MB. The schema for

this dataset (shown in the user interface of Figure 1) is Delay:Integer, Carrier:Varchar(30), Number:Char(5), Source:Varchar(10), Destination:Var-

char(5), Data: Char(13), Day:Char(3), DeptSch:Char(5), DeptAct:Char(5), ArrSch:Char(5), ArrAct:Char(5), Status:Char(10), Random:Integer.

We ran experiments on a 400 MHz Intel Pentium 2 processor with 128 MB memory running Windows NT 4.0. We accessed this data from an

ASCII file data source.
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like Perl due to its ease of rapid programming.

6 Related Work

A nice description of the commercial data cleaning process is given in [7]. There are many commercial ETL (Extrac-

tion/Transformation/Loading) tools (also known as “migration” or “mapping” tools) that support transformations of

different degrees, ranging from tools that do default conversions between a small set of common formats (e.g.White-

Crane, Cognos [51, 9]) to fairly general tools that support a wide variety of transformations (such asData Junction,

Data Builder [14, 13]). Many of these tools provide a visual interface for specifying some common transformations,

but typically require users to program other transformations using conversion libraries (e.g.Data Junction’s CDI SDK

andDJXL [14]). Moreover, these tools typically perform transformations as long running batch processes, so users do

not early feedback on the effectiveness of a transformation.

Complementing the ETL tools are data quality analysis tools (a.k.a. “auditing” tools) that find discrepancies in

data. This operation is again long-running and causes many delays in the data cleaning process. Typically these

tools are provided by different vendors (from those who provide ETL tools)e.g. Migration Architect, Data Stage,

ACR/Data [18, 15, 2]. Some vendors like Ardent and Evoke provide both ETL and analysis tools, but as different

components of a software suite, leading to the problems described in Section 1.

Many scripting languages such as Perl and Python allow Turing complete transformations. However, writing

scripts is difficult and error-prone due to a poor integration with exploration or discrepancy detection mechanisms.

Often the data has many special cases and only after executing the script does one find that it does not handle all the

cases.

There has been much work on languages and implementation techniques for performing higher-order opera-

tions on relational data [8, 33, 32, 37]. Our horizontal transforms are very similar to the restructuring operators of

SchemaSQL [32]. Likewise much work on declarative transformation languages [1, 8]. Focus on linguistic power

rather than ease of specification or interactive application.

In recent years there has been much effort on integration of data from heterogeneous data sources via middleware

(e.g. Garlic, TSimmis, Hermes, Disco, Webmethods [6, 25, 3, 47, 50]). These efforts do not typically address the

issue of errors or inconsistencies in data, or of data transformations. Recently, Haaset. al. have developed a tool to

help users match the schema in these heterogeneous databases and construct a unified view [24]. We intend to extend

Potter’s Wheel in a similar manner with an interactive way of specifying rules for mapping schemas from multiple

sources.

There has been some algorithmic work on detecting deviations in data [5], on finding approximate duplicates in

data merged from multiple sources [28], and on finding hidden dependencies and their violations [29, 35]. Many

of these algorithms are inherently “batch” algorithms, optimized to complete as early as possible and not giving any

intermediate results. There are a few sampling based approaches that are incremental [30]. However these are not

integrated with any mechanism to fix the discrepancies.

Extracting structure from semi-structured data is becoming increasingly important for “wrapping” or “screen-

scraping” useful data from web pages. Many tools exist in both the research and commercial world. Examples are

Nodose [4] and Araneus [22] among research projects, and Cohera Net Query [10] among commercial products. As

discussed in Section 4.3, these tools typically require users to specify regular expressions or grammars; however these

are often not sufficient to unaambiguously parse the data, so users have to write custom scripts. [21] addresses the

problem of inferring regular expressions from a set of values, and use it to infer DTDs for XML documents. We tackle

the case of general user-defined domains, and structural errors in data.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

Data cleaning and transformation are important tasks in many contexts such as data warehousing and data integration.

The current approaches to data cleaning are time-consuming and frustrating due to long-running noninteractive oper-

ations, poor coupling between analysis and transformation, and complex transformation interfaces that often require

user programming.

We have described Potter’s Wheel, a simple yet powerful framework for data transformation and cleaning. Com-

bining discrepancy detection and transformation in an interactive fashion, we allow users to gradually build a trans-

formation to clean the data by adding transforms as discrepancies are detected. We allow users to specify transforms

graphically, and show the effects of adding or undoing transforms instantaneously, thereby allowing easy experimen-

tation with different transforms.

Potter’s Wheel implements a set of transforms that are easy to specify graphically, can be implemented interac-

tively, and are still quite powerful, handling all one-one and one-to-many mappings of rows as well as some higher-

order transformations. Since the transformation is broken down into a sequence of simple transforms it can perform

detailed optimizations when compiling them into a program. It provides a general and extensible mechanism for dis-

crepancy detection in terms of user-defined domains. It uses the MDL principle to automatically infer the structure of

column values in terms of these domains, so as to apply suitable detection algorithms. Structure extraction is also used

to specify transforms by example.

An important direction for future work is integration with a system that handles interactive specification of the

schema mapping between different sources, along the lines of Clio [24]. This will enable Potter’s Wheel to automati-

cally merge inputs from multiple sources before unifying theie formats.

Currently we assume that each attribute of a tuple is an atomic type. A interesting extension is to handle nested

and semi-structured data formats that are now likely with XML becoming popular. We have seen that the transforms

we provide can handle some transformations involving nested data, but the exact power of the transforms in this regard

needs to be studied further. We also want to explore ways of detecting structural and semantic discrepancies in semi-

structured data. An additional avenue for future work is more detailed optimizations of transforms, such as coalescing

successive regular expressionFormat s together.
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A More details on Fold and Unfold Transforms

Many-to-Many transforms help to tackle higher-orderschematic heterogeneities[37] where information is stored

partly in data values, and partly in the schema. Figure 19 shows a case where a student’s grades are listed as one row

per course in one schema, and as multiple columns of the same row in another.
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Fold Columns
Fold converts one row into multiple rows, folding a set of columns together and replicating the rest, as defined in

Table 2. Formally, a row< a1|a2| · · · |ai|ai+1|ai+2| · · · |ai+k−1| · · · |an| >, on ak way fold of columnsi throughi+k−1
will form k rows< a1|a2| · · · |ai−1|ai|ai+1|ai+k|ai+k+1| · · · |an| >, < a1|a2| · · · |ai−1|ai|ai+2|ai+k|ai+k+1| · · · |an| >, and

so on. Figure 18 shows an example with student grades where the subject names are demoted into the row viaFormat,

grades areFolded together, and thenSplit to separate the subject from the grade.

Fold is adapted from the Fold restructuring operator of SchemaSQL [32], except that wedo not automatically

demote column namesin Fold. Although demote andFold are often done in succession to resolve schematic hetero-

geneities, we do not bundle these because there are many situations where there may not be a meaningful column

name. E.g. columns formed by transformations, and columns containing expanded representation of sets, have no

column name. Figure 16 shows an example whereFold without demote is needed. If the user wants,Fold and demote

can be made into a macro as we describe in Section 5.

Note that the ability to fold arbitrarily many columns in one operation is crucial, andcannotbe performed using a

series of two-column folds because it leads to incorrect duplicate semantics (Figure 20).

Unfold Columns
Unfold is used to “unflatten” tables and move information from data values to column names, as shown in Figure 21.

This is exactly the same as the Unfold restructuring operation of SchemaSQL [32]. However, sinceFold is different,

Unfold is not the exact inverse ofFold. Fold takes in a set of columns and folds them intoonecolumn, replicating the

others.Unfold takestwo columns, collects rows that have the same values for all the other columns, and unfolds the

two chosen columns. This asymmetry is unavoidable;Unfold needs two columns because values in one column are

used as column names to align the values in the other column.

Formally,Unfold(T, i, j) on thei’th andj’th columns of a table T withn columns namedc1 . . . cn (a column with

no name is assumed to have a NULL name) produces a new table withn+m−2 columns namedc1 . . . ci−1, ci+1 . . . cj−1, cj+1 . . . cn, u1
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whereu1 . . . um are the distinct values of thei’th column in T. Every maximal set of rows in T that have identical

values in all columns except thei’th andj’th, and distinct values in the i’th column, produces exactly one row. Specif-

ically, a maximal setS of k rows(a1, . . . , ai−1, ul, ai+1, . . . , aj−1, vl, aj+1, aj+2, · · · , an) wherel takesk distinct values

in [1..m], produces a row(a1, · · · , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , aj−1, aj+1, aj+2, . . . , an, v1, v2, · · · , vm). If a particularvp in v1 . . . vm

does not appear in columnj of the setS, it is set to NULL. Values of columni, theUnfoldingcolumn, are used to

create columns in the unfolded table, and values of columnj, theUnfoldedcolumn, fill in the new columns.

ImplementingUnfold in a generated program is simple; it is much like the group-by functionality of SQL. We sort

by the columns other than theUnfoldingandUnfoldedcolumns and scan through this sorted set, collapsing sets of

rows into one row.

Fold allows us to flatten our tables into a common schema where all the information is in the columns, thereby

resolving schematic heterogeneities.Unfold allows us to reconvert the unified schema into a form where some infor-

mation is in column names.Fold andUnfold are essentially the same as the restructuring operators of SchemaSQL, and

the only restructuring operators of SchemaSQL we miss are Unite and Split that are used for manipulating multiple

tables. For a more detailed analysis of the power ofFold andSplit for (un)flattening tables, and also for application to

OLAP, see [32, 23].

A.1 Unfolding Sets of Values

SinceUnfold automatically promotes column names we cannot use it to restructure set valued attributes since there is

no explicit column name. Figure 17 gives an example of the desired restructuring. In this case any alignment suffices.

Our mainUnfold operator needs a column from which it can promote column names for the unfolded values and use

these names for alignment. Hence we use the following variant ofUnfold for sets.

UnfoldSet (T, i) on thei’th column of a table T withn columns namedc1 . . . cn (a column with no name is

assumed to have a NULL name) produces a new table withn + m− 1 columns named

c1 . . . ci−1, ci+1 . . . cn, NULL, NULL, . . . (m NULLs), wherem is the size of the largest set of rows in T with iden-

tical values in all columns except thei’th column.

For any maximal set ofk tuplesS = {(a1, a2, . . . , ai−1, vl, ai+1, . . . , an) | l = 1, 2, . . . k}, with identical values

in all columns except thei’th, UnfoldSet generates one tuple

(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, v1, v2, . . . vk, NULL, NULL, . . . (m− k) NULLs). Note that the ordering ofv1, . . . vk

is not specified by the definition, because UnfoldSet does not enforce an alignment. In Figure 17, the family mem-

bers’ names could be permuted in any way in the resulting table. In an implementation a default ordering, such as

lexicographic, must be used.
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B Power of Transforms

In this section we analyses the power of vertical transforms and horizontal transforms. We usen-ways versions of the

Split andMerge transforms for simplicity — these can be implemented byn − 1 applications of regularSplit s

andMerge s respectively.

B.1 Power of One-to-One Transforms

Theorem 1: One-to-One Transforms can be used to perform all one-to-one mappings of tuples in a table.

Proof: Suppose that we want to map a row(a1, a2, . . . , an) to (b1, b2, . . . , bm). Letbi be defined asbi = gi(ai1 , ai2 , . . . , ail
).

Assume that| is a character not present in the alphabet from which the values are chosen. An obvious way of perform-

ing this transformation is as follows:

split(format (merge(a1, a2, . . . , an, |), udf ), |)
wheresplit andmerge are m-ary and n-ary versions of theSplit andMerge transforms defined in Section 4 re-

spectively, andudf is a UDF that convertsa1|a2| · · · |an into b1|b2| · · · |bm. While this approach allows us to use only

a few transforms, it forces us to write unnecessary UDFs.

However, the use ofDrop andCopy transforms allows one to do the transformation using only UDFsg1, . . . , gm

– these UDFs are essential because they are explicitly used in the definition ofb1, . . . bm. This is important because

in many cases it will be possible to express these functionsg1, . . . gm in terms of regular-expression and arithmetic-

expression basedFormat s, thus avoiding any user programming. Since a givenaj may be used in multiple conversion

functionsgi and aFormat automatically drops the old value (Table 2), we need to make an explicit copy of it. Hence,

to form bi, we first make aCopy of ai1 , . . . ail
, Merge these to formai1 |ai2 | · · · |ail

, and applygi on this merged

value to formbi. After applying this process to formb1, . . . , bm, we mustDrop a1, . . . , an.

B.2 Power of Many-to-Many Transforms

We prove that by combining Many-to-Many and One-to-One Transforms, we can perform one-to-many transforma-

tions of rows in a table. In addition, by usingFormat for demoting, andFold andUnfold , we can move in-

formation between schema and data and thereby flatten and unflatten tables. TheFold andUnfold transforms are

essentially the same as the restructuring operators of SchemaSQL, and the only restructuring operators of SchemaSQL

that we miss are Unite and Split that are used for manipulating multiple tables. For a more detailed analysis of the

power of these restructuring operators for flattening tables, see [32, 23].

Theorem 2: Many-to-Many Transforms when combined with One-to-One transforms can perform all one-to-many

mappings of tuples in a table.

Proof:
Suppose that we want to map a row(a1, a2, . . . , an) to a set of rows

{(b1,1, . . . , b1,m), (b2,1, . . . , b2,m), . . . , (bk,1, . . . , bk,m)}. Note that the number of output rowsk itself can varyas

a function of(a1, . . . , an). Let K be the maximum value ofk for all rows in the domain of the desired mapping.

Assume that| is a character not present in the alphabet from which the values are chosen.

We first perform a one-to-one mapping on(a1, . . . , an) to form

(b1,1|b1,2| · · · |b1,m, b2,1|b2,2| · · · |b2,m, . . . , bk,1|bk,2| · · · |bk,m, NULL, NULL, . . . ), with K − k

NULLs at the end. We then perform aK way Fold , and aSelect to remove all the resulting NULLs. Finally, we

perform am-waySplit by | to get the desired mapping.

Note: The above proof assumes thatK, the upper bound on the number of rows a single row can map into, can be

bounded. For example, if an individual field of a row were to be a document, such a row cannot be mapped into a form

where there is one word per row, since the number of words per document is unlikely to knowna priori to the user.
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